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Overview
Novell testers created a test bed consisting of a Windows server and three virtual appliances (VAs), as illustrated below.
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VMware ESXi 5.5.0
● Intel S5520HC-based system
● 2 CPU sockets, each with 6-core X5650 CPUs with hyperthreading disabled.
Total=12 - 2.66GHz cores.
● 48 GB of RAM
● 4 SSD drives, striped (RAID 0) as a single 1TB volume, on an LSI SAS 6Gb controller.
This serves as the boot device and storage location for the three VAs and the Windows server.
● 8-Drive 25 TB RAID 5 Array
This contains the 4 TB NTFS volume on the Windows server.
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Novell Filr 1.1: Test Report—Net Folder
Synchronization (Windows)

When you deploy Filr, the metadata for targeted folders and
files must be synchronized with Filr for users to see them in
their assigned Net Folders.
Subsequent to your initial deployment and synchronization,
you must ensure that file and directory metadata is kept
current through regularly scheduled synchronizations.

For the testbed Filr appliance (which has four
processors configured), this means that the
synchronization process could have had as many as
12 threads devoted to each Net Folder synchronization
(four CPUs * three threads). This would result in a total
of 60 active threads servicing sync processes (5 Net
Folders at a time * 12 threads = 60).

This white paper summarizes Novell synchronization test
results to assist you in assessing the time it could take your
organization to do the following:

However, the thread setting was not modified, so the
45 Net Folders were synchronized using four threads
each, resulting in a total of 20 threads. In the testbed,
the default settings resulted in quite good performance
and did not need optimization.

 Initially synchronize file and folder metadata on NSS
volumes with Net Folders on Filr.

For more information, see “Net Folder Configuration”
in the Novell Filr 1.0 Appliance Configuration Guide.

 Keep your Net Folder metadata current with your file
servers.

Results
F IRST S YNCHRONIZATION

Methodology
S YNCHRONIZATION -O NLY F OCUS
During the test, only the Filr initial synchronization
processes ran on the ESXi box. Content Indexing and Justin-time synchronization (JITS) were turned off.

First synchronizations establish the Net Folder file and
folder metadata. They take longer than subsequent
synchronizations, which track changes and update
changed metadata.
Directories Synchronized

940,031

O NE P HYSICAL B OX

Files Synchronized

10,674,262

As illustrated above, the Filr VAs and the Windows server
were hosted on a single VMware ESXi server.

Total Objects Synchronized

11,614,293

Net Folders Populated

45

N O N ETWORK T RAFFIC I NVOLVED

Total Time

22 hr. 27 sec.

All communication was local to the VM host server. No
external network traffic was generated.

Synchronization Rate

145.93 objects per second

M ULTITHREADING D EFAULT N OT C HANGED
The Net Folder synchronization process is multithreaded
and the synchronization tests were run using the default
synchronization settings, which are:
 Up to five Net Folders synchronizing simultaneously

Subsequent synchronizations occur when files or
directories have changed. If nothing has changed, no
synchronization is required.
In this case, none of the files had changed.

For example, a system with five or more Net Folders
will work on synchronizing up to five NetFolders
simultaneously until all of the Net Folders have been
synchronized.

Directories Updated

940,031

Files Updated

10,674,262

Total Objects Updated

11,614,293

The testbed used for this whitepaper had 45 Net
Folders, so five synchronized at the same time until all
were completed.

Net Folders Updated

45

Total Time

10 hr. 9 min. 17 sec.

 Four threads devoted to each synchronization process

Synchronization Rate

317.70 objects per second

Multithreading of Net Folder synchronization
processes has contributed to the substantial
synchronization improvements in Filr 1.1.
The system administration utility lets you configure the
number of threads for each sync process. This number
cannot exceed three times the number of processors
configured for the Filr appliance.
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S UBSEQUENT S YNCHRONIZATION

Observations
M ORE F ILES AND D IRECTORIES T AKE L ONGER TO S YNC
The larger and more complex a data structure is, the longer
the synchronization takes.
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Executive Summary

The number of directories and files and the complexity of
the directory structure affect how long synchronizations
take. The synchronization rate across any given system is
generally constant.
For example, the Novell first-synchronization test took
roughly one day to synchronize 10,000,000 files. Because
we know that synchronization is linear, we know that a firstsynchronization of 70,000,000 files would take about 7
days or one week.
Organizations can estimate how long it will take to
synchronize their Net Folders by synchronizing a small,
representative subset of their data (for example 50,000
files) and extrapolating from the results obtained, how long
it will take to synchronize all of their Net Folders.
C HANGED V S . U NCHANGED D ATA
As you plan Net Folder management and synchronization
schedules, keep in mind that subsequent synchronizations
of folders and files take slightly longer than one third the
time that first synchronizations do, depending on the
number of files and folders that have changed.
When synchronizations are triggered, the files and folders
that have changed take longer to synchronize than those
that haven’t changed.
O VERLAPPING S YNCHRONIZATIONS

previous synchronization has finished. As soon as the
previous synchronization finishes, the new synchronization
starts.
In such cases, the Filr deployment gets into a state where
its resources are always tied up with synchronizations.
It is a good idea to avoid overlapping synchronizations by
measuring how long a synchronization cycle requires, and
then setting the synchronization-check interval to a longer
period than that.
S YSTEM R ESOURCES A FFECT S YNCHRONIZATION T IMES
Test results showed that adding processors and RAM
improves synchronization times.

More Information
See the following sections in the Filr 1.1 documentation:
 “Filr Synchronization” in the How Filr Works–Overview
Guide.
 “Planning the Synchronization Method” in the Novell
Filr 1.1 Beta Administration Guide.
 “Tuning Filr for Performance, Scale, and Capacity” in
the Novell Filr 1.1 Planning and Deployment Best
Practices Guide.
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It is possible for subsequent synchronizations to take
longer than the synchronization-check interval. When this
happens, a new synchronization is scheduled before the
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S YNCHRONIZATION I S LINEAR

